
  

Computer Security 101

A CRASH COURSE

a hackbloc initiativea hackbloc initiative



  

Who is Hackbloc?

Our mission is to research, create and disseminate 
information, tools, and tactics that empower people 
to use technology in a  way that is liberating. We 
support and strengthen our local communities 
through education and action. We strive to learn from 
each other and focus our skills toward creative goals,  
to explore and research positive hacktivism, and to 
defend a free internet and free society!

staff{at}hackbloc.org

exploit code not people



  

Setting Up A Security Process

 Identify risks + adversaries

It's about information control

Possible Risks: Possible Adversaries:

➢Lawsuits
➢Smear campaigns
➢Jail time
➢Job/financial loss
➢Court orders/censorship
➢Excommunication
➢Physical harm
➢Death

➢A company
➢Your boss
➢The cops
➢The public
➢A group of other people
➢A hell-bent crazy person
➢The media



  

Security Theory

 Security = (Time + Effort)/(A's Time 
+ A's Effort)
 Security is insured by technology 
and trust

only a fool believes they are secure



  

Rules of Thumb

 The house only has to win once
 Security always fails
 Security through obscurity isn't
 Defense in-depth
 As good as those who implement it
 Be realistic
 Security favors minimalism
 Use common sense

think for yourself



  

Security Culture

 Is a set of social standards for 
protecting a social network from 
adversaries
 Controls information
 Is a lie
 Is a tool

only a fool believes their friend is secure



  

Security Culture Cont

 Do not share people's info without 
permission (phone # example)
 CC vs BCC on email
 Make a network map!
 Don't leave contact lists laying 
around, applies to mailing lists too

only a fool believes their friend is secure



  

Implementing Security Process

 Call out others, yourself
 Lead through example
 Mistakes shouldn't be embarrassing
 Be honest when you make a 
mistake
 Run audits

only a fool believes they are secure



  

Personal Security

 Make personal security policy
 The higher your risks, the lower 
your profile should be
 Don't be intimidated by 
surveillance
 Act as if raid is always coming
 Don't bottle up psychological 
effects of surveillance

only a fool believes they are secure



  

Choosing Who to Work With

 Do you need to be careful about 
who you ask?
 Gradually increase risk
 Consider their risk profile
 How to they handle stress? Are 
they reliable? Do they have an 
addiction?
Why do they want to be involved? 
Will that reason change?



  

Secure Communications

 Be careful what you say over all 
mediums, especially electronic ones
 Check who is listening
 Don't use codewords
 Chatter & Network Analysis
 If they're not involved, they 
shouldn't be party to your 
conversation

only a fool believes they are secure



  

Rumor Control

 Verify stories and statements
 Don't spread information you don't 
know to be true
 Fight snitch jacketing

only a fool believes they are secure



  

Publishing Anonymously

 Noise signatures, EXIF data
 Compromising formats (PDF, etc)
 Yellow dots
 Where are you publishing from?
 Who are you publishing to?

only a fool believes they are secure



  

Dealing with Media

 Plan out what they're going to ask
 Classic infiltration strategy, be wary 
of requests to meet “direct activists” 
or be “embedded”
 Research the interviewer, demand 
credentials
 No reason to use real name or be 
100% truthful



  

Bugs and Eavesdropping

 Audio, laser, electronic, directional 
mics
 Design of bug tells you intent, 
ownership
 Bugs need a power source and way 
to transmit information

only a fool believes they are secure



  

Things to look out for

 Keep log of suspicious activity
 Delayed/opened mail
 Sudden influx of new members
 Quickly changing 
attitude/personality/behaviour
 Show-off/bragging behaviour
 Not all parts of state are working 
against you in synchronized fashion



  

Preventing Infiltration

 Get to know members personally
 Make cover stories expensive
 Infiltrators vs paid informants
 Not only militant groups targeted 
 Inexperience doesn't = snitch
 Don't generate paranoia culture



  

Do you have an infiltrator?

 Campaign problems, moves 
anticipated
 Opponent's history/resources
 Inconsistent stories
 Attempts to get information
 Internal disruption



  

Gathering evidence

 Talk to a lawyer
 Do damage control
 Keep notes
 Probe suspect + check references
 Consider surveillance + searches
 Setup opportunities for self-
incrimination



  

Final Steps

 Pics or it didn't happen
 Present the accusation w/ evidence
 Keep end goal in mind
 Who needs to know?
 Discuss incident w/ group
 Stress people not become paranoid
 Revise security policies



  

Post-Action Analysis

 Look for separation/special 
treatment
 Look for police citing specific 
evidence
 Make arrest policy clear
 Support arrestees as security 
culture



  

Mapping Data Transfer

I am not a cartographer



  

FBI Raids Indymedia
On October 7, 2004 the FBI seized the servers used 
by a number of IMCs and hosted by US-based 
Rackspace Managed Hosting. Indymedia was not 
notified prior to the raid and over 50 websites were 
taken offline as a result.

New York Times Aug 8, 2008
“WASHINGTON – The Federal 
Bureau of Investigation said Friday 
that it has improperly obtained the 
phone records of reporters for the 
New York Times and Washington 
Post in the Newspapers' Indonesia 
Bureaus in 2004.”
An initial report by the inspector 
general found that the FBI had 
violated its own policies in tens of 
thousands of casesLong Haul 2008

The Long Haul Infoshop, a community 
center/library in Berkeley was raided 
by the FBI and local police. Over a 
dozen computers were seized in 
addition to check-out logs because a 
threatening email was supposedly sent 
from there.
Wikileaks 2008
Had domain name shut down by a 
federal judge for leaking documents 
detailing tax evasion in the Cayman 
Islands by major US political 
celebrities. Injunction lifted after much 
protest

Josh Wolf 2006
Wolf served 226 days in prison at the 
Dublin FCI (California) for refusing to 
divulge source material. This made him 
the longest-imprisoned journalists for 
refusing to do so in US history.



  

Echelon, Carnivore

Nothing to see here



  

Identity

 What you are known as
 Complex
 Often un-authenticated
 Anonymity v pseudonymity

we all have one



  

Keeping an Eye on Your Data

 Who wants access to your 
information? Why?
 Who do you want to have access? 
Why?
 Think about cops, private 
investigators, marketers, creeps, 
and others

Nothing to see here



  

Firefox

 Free software
 Cool plugins
 Cross-platform



  

Anti-Malware Software

 How it works 
 Who needs it?
 AVG Free Edition
 Malwarebytes Anti-Malware
 Not worth paying for



  

Secure File Deletion

 Delete vs Wipe
 Eraser, srm/wipe, OS X ctrl-click
 Will not clear swap, logs, filesystem 
data, temp files, etc
 DBAN for entire drive
 Recovering after wiping?
 Avoid wiping by encrypting first!



  

General Warning on Phones

 Security Patches
 Backdoors and closed-source
 Monitoring by telcos, location info
 Some security > none 



  

What is Signal?

 Developed by Whisper Systems
 Encrypts texts in transit
 Supports media texts
 Saves you if on limited text plan
 Android + iOS
 Encrypted phone calls



  

What does it not protect against?

 Somebody knowing who you're 
talking to
 People without signal
 Phone seizure



  

What is Tor?

 Originally developed by the Navy
 High degree of anonymity
 For web and other traffic
 Allows hosting of hidden services 



  

Tor's Protections

 Protects you from people knowing 
who you communicate with or what 
you say to them
 Provides online anonymity
 Protects you from filtering



  

Tor's Weaknesses

 Physical seizure
 Misplaced trust in 
hardware/software
 Global adversary/node timing
 Insecure physical surroundings
 User error/writing analysis
 External files



  



  



  



  



  



  



  



  



  



  



  



  



  



  



  



  

Encrypting Online Chat

 We will use Pidgin + Off-The-Record
 Similar weaknesses to Tor
 Private key compromise only 
compromises most recent 
conversation
 Only works for 1-on-1 
conversations



  

Pidgin+OTR Protections

 Protects you from people knowing 
what you're saying
 Protects you by authenticating who 
you're talking to
 Does not protect you from people 
knowing who you are talking to



  



  



  



  



  



  



  



  



  



  



  



  

Introducing...Cryptocat

 Protects you from people knowing 
what you're saying or who you're 
talking to (but not who you are)
 Cross-platform
 No installation/configuration 
required
 Available as a Tor hidden service
 Malicious server weakness



  



  



  



  



  



  



  



  

What is Encryption Anyways?

 A way of encoding information
 Makes eavesdropping much more 
difficult
 Generally prevents your adversary 
from knowing what you're saying but 
not who you're saying it to.

Nothing to see here



  

Examples of Encryption

 Code Words
 Caesar Cipher (Shared key)
 WWII Enigma Machines
 HTTPS/SSL (Public Key)
 PGP (Public Key)

Nothing to see here



  

Caesar Cipher

Nothing to see here

A B C D E F G H I J K L M N O P Q R S T U V W X

B C D E F G H I J K L M N O P Q R S T U V W X A

T H I S I S A S E C R E T M E S S A G E

U I J T J T B T F D S F U N F T T B H F

Example: Shift up to encrypt
Shift down to decrypt
Shared secret system



  

What Does it Protect Me From?

 Seizure of information
 Interception of communications
 Un-authenticated communications
 Is not foolproof and is always better 
to not store the information in the 
first place!

Nothing to see here



  

So what does it look like?



  

TrueCrypt & VeraCrypt

 Makes encrypted “volumes” 
from files and drives.
 Transparent & plausibly 
deniable 
 Open source & cross-
platform
 Offers full disk encryption 
(Windows), “hidden volumes”

way better than FalseCrypt



  

Does Not Protect Against

  Misplaced trust
  Evil maid attacks
  User error
  Swap/cold boot attacks
  Rubber-hose attack

way better than FalseCrypt



  

“Full-disk Encryption”

  Immune to 
swap/recovery attacks
 Overall much more 
secure
 Slightly slower than 
folder encryption

way better than FalseCrypt



  



  



  



  



  



  



  



  



  



  



  



  



  



  



  



  



  



  



  



  



  



  



  



  



  



  



  



  



  



  



  



  



  



  

PGP Email Encryption

 Cross-platform
 Works best with email clients
 Lots of moving parts
 Long-standing, open-source 
solution
 Can encrypt emails and files

Nothing to see here



  

Protects Against

 Unauthenticated conversations
 Adversary knowing what you are 
saying (body & attachment)
 Seizure from your computer or on 
the wire

Nothing to see here



  

Does Not Protect Against

 Adversary knowing who you are/are 
talking to
 Misplaced trust
 User error
 Swap/cold boot attacks
 Rubber-hose attack

Nothing to see here



  

http://commons.wikimedia.org/wiki/File:Public_key_encryption_email.svg



  

Choosing a Secure Passphrase

 Unique
 Letters, numbers, special 
characters
 It's a phrase, not a word
 Th1s 1s n0t s3cur3

Nothing to see here



  



  



  



  



  



  



  



  



  



  



  



  



  



  



  

 



  



  



  



  



  



  



  



  



  



  



  



  



  



  



  

 



  



  



  



  

Additional Tools of Interest

 Etherpad
 SpiderOak, BTSync
 Privnote
 HackThisZine
 Linux + LUKS Encryption
 Mega.co.nz
 VPN and Proxy services


